ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are anticipated to be widely adopted in the various monitoring and control applications due to their versatility and low cost. One of the most promising and emerging WSNs applications is their use in monitoring smart grid assets. Although WSNs can provide cost efficient and reliable solutions, they are not suitable for delay critical application, because they were initially designed for low data rate applications and they may be challenged when sudden faults or failures occur in the monitored environments. Therefore, to prevent extensive delays of critical data, appropriate quality of service (QoS) techniques should be used. In this paper, we present an adaptive QoS scheme (AQoS) and an adaptive guaranteed time slot (AGTS) allocation scheme for IEEE 802.15.4-based WSNs used in high traffic intensity smart grid monitoring applications. Both AQoS and AGTS schemes can adaptively reduce the end-to-end delay and flexibly tune the GTS to provide the required QoS differentiation to delay critical smart grid monitoring applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring and controlling smart grid assets with severe risks of damage due to the occurrence of certain events or faults have strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, including requirements on the functional behavior, robustness, reliability, and timeliness [1] - [5] . Therefore, a real-time smart grid monitoring system should not only manage system resources and offer a well-defined set of services to application programs, but should also provide guarantees about the timeliness of such events, that is, its behavior must be predictable. Thus, for example, the maximum latency to monitor and control a substation in a power grid should be known in advance and should also satisfy the functional requirements set by power utilities.
The use of different wireless networking technologies in general and the use of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in specific to monitor and control various smart grid assets is highly desired for emerging smart grid applications. WSNs are preferred due their low cost, rapid deployment, low power consumption. However, using WSNs for some delay critical smart grid applications may require these networks to fulfill the real-time requirements of these applications. In addition to that, condition monitoring using WSNs may involve the deployment of the sensor nodes in harsh and hostile environments [6] - [10] . As a result, it is possible for these WSNs to crash or malfunction due to external environmental factors. Hence, any QoS solution should be based on failure models that account for such possibilities. Furthermore, failure of few nodes should not bring down the network. In addition, WSNs are expected to be deployed in high numbers, thus, scalability is a critical issue in designing an effective QoS scheme for WSNs. Sensor nodes are generally equipped with a limited battery supplied energy and since these nodes spend more energy in communication than local computations, an efficient QoS scheme should also consider energy consumption. Using hard-wired sensors could meet the real-time requirements better than WSNs. However, they are not preferred due to their high installation cost, insulation problems, high failure rates and long repair times.
Certain smart grid monitoring applications generate intense traffic and require strict delay and reliability requirements. For example, monitoring partial discharge activities in high voltage equipment can generate data rates in the vicinity of 300 kbps [11] and [12] . The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is solely designed for low data rate monitoring application [13] . Therefore, such high data rates and delay requirements make the default IEEE 802.15.4-based WSNs inefficient for such applications.
In this paper, we present an Adaptive QoS (AQoS) scheme to reduce the delay of high priority data in WSNs smart grid monitoring applications. We design the AQoS to be suitable for high and low data rate smart grid condition monitoring applications. AQoS adaptively modifies the Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) based on requests made from the end devices after probabilistically estimating the WSN operating conditions. Furthermore, we enhance the AQoS scheme by presenting an Adaptive Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) allocation scheme (AGTS)for IEEE 802.15.4-based WSNs in high data rate smart grid monitoring applications. The AGTS scheme can adaptively reduce the end-to-end delay and flexibly tune the GTS to achieve the required QoS differentiation to delay critical smart grid monitoring applications. The AGTS scheme can adaptively allocate the needed GTS to nodes transmitting high priority traffic or draw back the unneeded GTS. This is done without impacting other network traffic and without critically impacting the entire network performance in multi-hop WSNs. Both the AQoS and the AGTS schemes utilize hybrid channel access mechanisms (i.e. using Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and time slot allocation). We show that the use of the traditional channel access schemes individually will not be sufficient to provide the required QoS guarantees.
We also present a comprehensive performance evaluation of the two schemes and compare their effectiveness in a smart grid monitoring scenario. Compared to AQoS scheme, the AGTS scheme shows more flexibility and versatility in reducing the end-to-end delay and providing the required QoS guarantees to high priority traffic. In addition to that, in the AGTS scheme we present multipath solution in mesh topologies were the traffic can be rerouted through alternative paths to achieve the desired operating conditions. Both the AQoS and the AGTS schemes build on the mathematical model described in [14] . However, they presents major improvements to the model by solving the issue of excessive latency by using hybrid channel access mechanisms and adaptively providing QoS guarantees to delay critical condition monitoring and control applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the related work. In Section III, we present scenario description, model assumptions and the delay and reliability analysis. In Section IV, we describe the AQoS and the AGTS schemes. In Section V, we present the simulation and the analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes this work.
II. QoS DEMANDING SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
A. OVERVIEW WSN requirements associated with smart grid applications play a considerable role in determining how to implement the WSN technology into the power grid infrastructure. QoS requirements vary depending on the criticality of the monitored power grid component. These requirements can be one or a combination of the following requirements; latency, reliability, availability, security and spectrum availability. In this paper we focus on the latency and the reliability requirements. Such applications vary from teleprotection systems, emergency power restoration to substation monitoring and control. Therefore, latency requirements in smart grid monitoring applications may vary from several seconds for smart metering to less than 10 ms for protection operations. Table 1 shows some typical latency requirements of some common smart grid monitoring applications [15] . In the literature there are many studies that discuss the use of QoS WSNs protocol from delay and reliability critical applications. In [16] , a spectrum-aware and cognitive sensor networks have been proposed to overcome spatio-temporally varying spectrum characteristics and harsh environmental conditions for WSN-based smart grid applications. In [17] the feasibility of a public LTE network in supporting worst case smart grid communications has been investigated. In [18] a distributed algorithm to minimize the data aggregation latency under the physical interference mode has been proposed in a smart grid scenario. In [19] , the performance of a WSN system in the measurement of partial discharge signals and data flow optimization and management from the monitoring sensors to the base station has been optimized and evaluated.
Sun et al. [20] , have proposed to use a private wireless network dedicated for power distribution system monitoring. The authors have introduced a QoS support for IEEE 802.15.4 by the differentiated service for data traffic with different priorities. They have used additional queues in the MAC to store different priority traffic. Therefore, high priority data will have higher probability of channel access, and can interrupt the service to the low priority traffic by forcing it to backoff (BO). They have assumed N sensor nodes to monitor power distribution devices and report back to a coordinator using the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and that all nodes can hear each other. When operational data arrives at any node, it will be pushed into the queue at MAC layer if there is a packet in service. When the emergency data arrived, it will be queued in the high priority queue if there is high priority packet in service. Otherwise, it will interrupt the service of an operational data packet. They have assumed that no operational data will be serviced until the emergency data queue is empty. They have modelled the delay of QoS-MAC and the BO process using the Markov chain queue model for two classes of traffic. They have assumed that the packet arriving rate for all nodes is the same, and set the maximum number of BO stage as 5, the value of the BO for high priority traffic ranges from 0 to 3 and for low priority data ranges from 2 to 5. The authors have not presented the impact of the buffer or queue size on the performance of the network. The queue size of each sensor node will affect the waiting duration of the packet and hence may affect the overall network performance.
Ruiyi et al. [21] , have proposed an Adaptive Wireless Resource Allocation (AWRA) algorithm with QoS guarantee in communication network of smart grid. The authors have addressed adaptive wireless resource allocation, where they have assumed that if the delay of the packets is greater than the delay threshold, then the packet is discarded, while for non-real-time services, as long as the queue does not overflow, the packet will not be discarded. They have assumed that the queue is infinite and do not consider the discarded packet caused by queue overflow and the problem of retransmission and that the total transmission power of the base station in the sub-channels is average distribution. The authors have proposed that the system of the smart grid contains 19 plots, each plot has 3 sectors and that each sector has N sub-channels and K packets. They have defined an optimization problem based on different stages of base station tasks. The first stage is detect stage where the base station measures the user's SNR; the second stage is the feedback stage where the user feedbacks the channel state information and the final stage is when the base station collects the feedback information and allocate space, time, frequency resource for the user to transmit data based on certain scheduling criteria.
In [22] , the authors have introduced a medium access scheme, delay-responsive, cross-layer (DRX) data transmission that addresses delay and service differentiation requirements of the smart grid. The DRX scheme is based on delay-estimation and data prioritization procedures that are performed by the application layer for which the MAC layer responds to the delay requirements of a smart grid application and the network condition. In [14] , the authors have proposed a Markov-based model for cluster-tree WSN topologies that enhances the stability of the WSNs in smart grid monitoring and control application.
In addition to the above surveyed papers, some papers discuss delay tolerant smart grid applications which include Automatic Meter Reading (AMR), billing, routine data measurement and switching of appliances. These applications tolerate delays and can perform adequately with some data loss. In [23] a WSN-based intelligent light control system for indoor environments have been proposed. In [24] new field tests using open source tools with ZigBee technologies have been proposed for monitoring photovoltaic and wind energy systems and energy management of buildings and homes. In [25] the performance of an in-home energy management application has been evaluated. In [26] an experimental study on the statistical characterization of the wireless channel in different electric-power-system environments was presented.
The concept of using adaptive WSN protocols for delay sensitive applications has been considered in the literature [22] , [27] , [28] . In addition to that, the use of an adaptive WSN protocols to control other WSN parameters has been discussed in [20] , [29] , and [30] .
In [31] , we have presented an adaptive QoS scheme for WSNs that provides service differentiation and reducing the delay of critical data in smart grid applications. In that scheme, we have considered that a single GTS may not be sufficient to reduce the delay especially in high traffic intensity monitoring applications such as monitoring partial discharge activities. Furthermore, the whole idea of an adaptive scheme is that it can show more flexibility in allocating and withdrawing different number of GTSs based on varying network and traffic conditions. In this paper, we propose that a sensor node can request and give back multiple GTSs to achieve the minimum delay in WSNs with mesh topologies.
In [32] , the authors have proposed a technique to schedule the Super-Frames (SF) of cluster-tree IEEE 802.15.4 networks over multiple channels to avoid beacon frame collisions as well as GTS collisions between multiple clusters. Their technique allows multiple clusters to schedule their SFs simultaneously on different radio channels. Our scheme also uses SF scheduling to avoid beacon frame collisions. However, we have not used multichannel scheduling, since that scheme requires significant changes to the hardware platform in addition to changes to the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. Instead, we have proposed that the communication within a cluster take place using CSMA/CA, and the communication between Cluster-Heads (CHs) takes place using mutual scheduling of interfering CHs which requires minimal changes to the hardware as well as the communication protocol. We have also added a QoS scheme based on a Markov chain-based model that can reduce the end-to-end delay of high priority traffic.
In [33] , the authors have proposed a tree-cluster-based data-gathering algorithm for WSNs with a mobile sink and introduced a weight-based tree-construction method. They have defined the root nodes of the constructed trees as Rendezvous Points (RPs) and selected special nodes Sub-Rendezvous Points (SRPs) according to their traffic load and hops to root nodes. RPs and SRPs are viewed as stop points of the mobile sink for data collection, and can be reselected after a certain period. The authors have shown that their algorithm can balance the load of the, reduce the energy consumption and prolong the network lifetime. The authors have not considered the impact of their algorithm on the endto-end delay and also the reliability of data transmission. In addition to that the impact of data arrival rates on the performance of the network.
In [34] , the authors have developed a delay-optimal anycasting scheme under periodic sleep wake patterns. They have showed that periodic sleep wake patterns result in the smallest delay among all wake-up patterns under given energy constraints. The use of hybrid WSN MAC protocol based on scheduling and contention has been discussed in [35] where The limitation on the resources including available energy, computational power and available bandwidth in the entire network represent the main challenging issues for QoS in WSNs for smart grid applications. A balance between energy efficiency and a QoS protocol design in smart grid applications is an interesting problem where simple QoS models are required to identify the architecture for QoS support in WSNs.
The investigation of various data dissemination protocols such as directed diffusion and their ability to support QoS constrained traffic to allow these protocols to support priority smart grid applications is another important open research issue. The effects of high network traffic intensities on the QoS mechanism is also interesting issue to be investigated for such applications.
Maintaining consistent performance throughout the network life while considering optimizing the energy consumption in WSNs is an open research issue that has not been studied for smart grid applications.
Defining the criteria of QoS differentiation for specific smart grid application that can maintain more than one differentiation criteria while considering WSN resources such as energy, memory and processing capability still needs to be developed. In addition to that, an efficient QoS mechanism should be able to adaptively balance between the amount of transmitted traffic, application requirement and the available resources.
Scalability and the limits of the QoS for delay critical smart grid applications is also considered an open issue which needs to be further investigated. This challenge becomes obvious when considering different scenarios, for example when comparing the number of nodes in a small scale deployment to wider area deployment scenario.
WSNs pose several vulnerabilities in implementing robust security algorithms because sensor nodes are generally resource constrained. In addition to that, WSNs may be deployed in public hostile locations, which make sensor nodes vulnerable to physical attacks. Therefore, any security algorithm should consider the limited resources, the environment where they are deployed and also take into considerations the QoS requirements, specifically in delay and reliability sensitive applications.
In this work, we address some of these issues by proposing the AQoS scheme which is designed to handle the delay issue of high priority data in WSNs smart grid monitoring applications. The AQoS is designed to be adaptive to high and low data rate applications. AQoS is also adaptive in allocating GTS based on applications' requirements. In addition, we improve the AQoS scheme by presenting AGTS for WSNs, the AGTS scheme is fully adaptive and scalable. Which means that it can grant and and withdraw the GTS based on the application needs, traffic conditions and network topology.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS A. SYSTEM MODEL
In a cluster-tree topology, the network consists of multiple coordinators, also called CHs. These CHs generate periodic beacon frames to synchronize with their end nodes and with higher or lower level CHs. Figure 1-(a) shows an example of a cluster-tree topology that we adopt to implement our model. In Figure 1 -(a), CH2 is the parent of CH1 and CH3, while being child of the Personal Area Network (PAN) Coordinator (PC) or the sink, which is also the root of the tree. In this scenario and in similar cluster-tree scenarios if the transmission of the beacon frames are not properly synchronized, (i.e. not properly scheduled), beacon frames could collide either with other beacon frames from different coordinators or with data frames from different clusters. Collision of beacon frames leads to loss of synchronization between communicating CHs, which results in the disconnection of the colliding CHs from the network.
The 15.4b Task Group [36] propose two general methods to avoid beacon frame collisions. These methods are the time division approach and the beacon-only period approach. In the time-division approach, each CH schedules its SF during the inactive period of the other coordinators. This is achieved by setting an offset in time for the beacon frame transmission in each CH. This approach requires minor modification to the current IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol. There are several limitations associated with this approach. These limitations can be summarized as follows: the first is the constrains in the duty-cycles, since duty cycle is dependent on the number of interfering CHs (i.e. interfering CHs must operate in different time windows), the second, is that direct communication between sibling CHs (CHs connected to the same parent) is not possible, because each of these CHs operates in a time window different from its adjacent clusters. In the beacon-only period approach, the SF structure is modified by introducing a period at the beginning of each SF, during this period CHs transmit their beacon frames [37] . Each CH should select a proper time slot so that its beacon frame does not collide with the ones from adjacent CHs. This approach allows multiple clusters to share the active period, so it is more scalable than the time division approach. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the beacon-only period depends on the size of network and the parent-child relationship. Most importantly, in this approach, the GTS mechanism cannot be implemented, since transmission from nodes belonging to different clusters may collide [13] .
Similarly, in the mesh based WSN, we divide sensor nodes into two categories, namely, Reduced Function Devices (RFDs) and Full Function Devices (FFDs). A RFD can only communicate with an FFD (i.e its parent FFD) and can not perform routing. Therefore, its main role is to collect data and forward it to the FFD. A FFD can communicate with its own RFDs and can perform routing through neighbouring FFDs within its transmission range. We group a number of RFDs depending on their location and functionality into a single Sub-Personal Area Network (SPAN). Figure 1-(b) shows the proposed mesh topology.
B. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
In our proposed models, we assume that either a CH or an FFD (we refer to it as ''FFD'' in the rest of the paper) communicate with its end nodes or RFD (we refer to it as ''RFD'' in the rest of the paper) using the CSMA-CA mechanism. In smart grid monitoring applications, this is a more practical and reliable scenario, since generally end devices connected to a single FFD are located close to each other within the same PAN. In addition to that, the number of RFDs connected to their FFD is expected to be in the order of tens of nodes, hence using time division approach [38] would be impractical. Each FFD forward packets from the RFD to upper level devices until the sink is reached.
We denote the traffic from the RFDs to their FFD as a local traffic and the traffic between low level and high level devices as the forwarded traffic. As shown in Figure 1-(a) and (b) , we assume that RFDs belonging to a certain cluster or SPANs are placed in such a way that they do not suffer from co-channel interference from the transmissions in neighbouring clusters. To avoid beacon frame collisions between neighboring FFDs, we use the beacon frame collision avoidance approach described in [37] . In this approach the time is divided such that beacon frames and the SF duration of a given coordinator are scheduled in the inactive period of its neighbour coordinators. We implemented this approach by carefully selecting the duty cycle of each FFD in the network. This is done by selecting a specific Beacon Order (BeO) and SO.
Each FFD maintains a buffer (B) to store the received packets, which can be either from its own RFDs or forwarded from the lower level nodes. We assume that these buffers can accommodate all of the incoming traffic. We also abide by the following additional assumptions;
• Packet arrival at MAC sub-layer is the same for all RFDs in the network.
• The traffic received by a node in an upper level (l + 1) is equal to the aggregate of traffic from nodes at lower levels (l).
• All nodes have M/G/1/L queues; the difference between nodes is in the packet arrival rate (λ).
C. DELAY AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we consider the inter-FFD (i-FFD) transmission delay to compute the total end-to-end delay from an RFD to the sink. We classify FFDs into two categories based on their distance from the sink; first level FFDs and intermediate level FFDs. First level FFDs are one hope away from the sink, higher level FFDs are at a distance of more than one hop from the sink. We first compute the delay from first level FFDs to the sink then compute the i-FFD delay between higher level FFDs.
In WSNs with multi-hop topologies (cluster-tree or mesh) data packets experience excessive delays in relaying nodes especially in applications similar to the one described in this paper. The main cause of this delay is that when data packets are forwarded from lower level relaying nodes at a high traffic intensity, upper level relaying nodes cannot fit all of the packets in the current SF. Therefore, upper level FFDs have to buffer these packets until the next SF duration.
In a general monitoring and control scenario, certain data packets may require high priority. Thus, in the proposed schemes the application layer tags packets that require QoS provisioning with a flag. When a packet is tagged with high priority, the MAC sub-layer then estimates the reliability (R) using the analytical model described in [14] and briefly described below:
The reliability (R) is defined as the probability of successful packet reception, the approximate value of R is given given VOLUME 3, 2015 by the following relation [14] :
where,ỹ is given by:
where,τ is the approximate value of the probability of starting the first Clear Channel Assessment (CCA1). N is the number of nodes in a cluster or a SPAN, b 0,0,0 is the probability of being at state (0, 0, 0) in the Markov chain and is derived in [14] and x is given by:
where, α is the probability of finding the channel busy after CCA1 and is given by [14] , [39] :
where, L is the packet length, L ack is the acknowledgement packet length, P c is the the probability of collision and β is the probability of finding the channel busy after the second Clear Channel Assessment (CCA2), and is given by:
and finally P c is given by:
Following the estimation of R, the MAC sub-layer estimates the number of full SF (δ) a packet is expected to wait in a next hop node before it is forwarded to an upper level node towards the sink. The estimation of δ depends on the level of the node, therefore we base our schemes on a node with level (k) to generalize the scheme for the entire network.
We assume that O k be the occupancy of B k , M k be the number of packets received from RFDs in the SPAN during the Contention Access Period (CAP) and P k be the number of the forwarded packets from k th level FFDs. Therefore, we get:
We can obtain M k from λ k and R k . Furthermore, we assume that G k and π k be the maximum number of data packets that can be transmitted and received from and to a relaying FFD during a single SF duration respectively. The values of G k and π k depend on the packet length and the Contention Free Period (CFP) length. We follow the same procedure followed in [38] , therefore we assume (Q − 1) be the number of data packets present in B k when the tagged packet arrives in B k . The values of Q depend on O k in equation (8) . For the sake of uniformity, we assume that all the packets in B k experience the same single hop delay between FFDs (D FFD ). The value of D FFD (in time slots) is given by:
where, D SF is the SF duration in time slots. The value of δ can simply be found by the following equation:
Based on Equation (10) and [38] , the average single hop delay of all the packets incoming to B k (D SH ) is giving by the following equation:
As in [38] , a special case is considered where the FFD is the sink, in this case, D FFD of the tagged packet in time slot is:
where, V represents the number of data packets serviced in the same SF of the tagged packet and is given by [38] :
Therefore, as in [38] , the average single hop delay of all the packets incoming to B k (D SH ) in the last hop is giving by the following equation:
Finally, to find the value of M we use the value of the reliability R given by equation (1) .
After calculating i-FFD, we calculate the delay from an RFD to its local FFD. We assume that the total end-to-end delay to transmit a packet from an RFD to the sink in a multihop topology is equal to the sum of the delays along the path from the RFD to the sink. The total end-to-end delay (D T ) depends on the number of nodes and the packet arrival rate in each level k. It also depends on the location of the RFD (i.e. its depth in the network), the total number of FFDs in the network and how much traffic they are generating. The value of (D T ) is given by the following equation:
SHi (15) where, T is the delay from an RFD to its FFD andD SH represents the i-FFD delay and is given by the combination of (11) and (14) .
Similar to [14] and [39] , we consider the delay (T ) to be resulting from the time spent during backoff (D bo ), the time wasted due to experiencing j collisions (jL c ), and the time needed to successfully transmit a packet (L s ) and is given by:
D bo can be found by knowing the probability of being in the backoff state and is given in [14] . For simplicity, in (16), we assume that L = L s = Lc. Finally, we present the approximate model to calculate the average power consumption. The average power consumed to transmit a packet from an end node to the sink in a multi-hop topology (Ẽ tot ) is equal to the sum of the power consumed in transmitting the packet from an RFD to its immediate FFD (E tot ) and the power consumed in transmitting this packet to the FFDs along the path to the sink. Since we initially assume that all the FFDs use scheduling to transmit their packets then there is no power consumed in backoff (E bo ), channel sensing (E sc ), and retransmissions packet transmission (E rt ). Therefore, the total power consumed in transmitting a packet from an RFD to the sink along multiple hops is given by the following equation:
where, k represents the total levels of the cluster-tree network.
We find E tot [14] by summing the average E bo , E sc , packet transmission (E t ), packet reception (E r ) idle state (E Q ), buffering (E B ), and wake-up (E w ) and is given by:
According to [14] , each of the terms in equations (17) and (18) can be computed by knowing the probability of being at a certain state and the amount of average power consumed at that state. Since we assume that each end node only receives ACK traffic from the coordinator, therefore, the packet consumed in packet reception is negligible due to the size of the ACK packet (Refer to [14] and [39] for the complete details).
IV. AQoS AND AGTS SCHEMES
A. THE AQoS SCHEME
In multi-hop WSNs with high traffic generation rates (i.e. higher than 20 pkts/s), data packet transmissions experiences excessive delays. The reason behind these delays is that when data packets are forwarded from a lower level FFDs at high rates, upper level FFDs cannot fit these packets in the current SF. Therefore, they have to be buffered until the next SF. These delays are common in multi-hop topologies where the GTS is used to avoid beacon frame collisions. We address this issue to allow WSNs to be utilized in delay critical environments with high traffic generation rates. The AQoS scheme, can be implemented in WSNs with multi-hop topologies and can provide QoS guarantees in an adaptive manner. The AQoS scheme works as follows; the application layer tags packets that require QoS provisioning with a flag indicating the criticality of the data. The node then uses equation (1) to estimate the reliability (R) and then estimates the number of full SF δ this packet is expected to wait in the FFD before it is serviced and forwarded to an upper level FFD. The estimation of δ depends on several factors such as the number of RFDs in each cluster, packet arrival rates, the depth of the FFD in the network, the packet size and other MAC parameters such as the maximum number of backoffs (macMaxCSMABackoffs) and the maximum number of frame retries (macMaxFrameRetries).
In the AQoS scheme, the tagged RFD (i.e. a node generating high priority data) estimates δ using equation (10) and if it finds the value of δ more than zero, which means that the packet is expected to wait for more than one D SF , and hence the deadline is not going to be met. In this situation the tagged RFD application layer inserts a flag in its frame to request its FFD to double its GTS period so that it can accommodate the increasing λ and to allow the high priority packets to be transmitted to the next FFD in the current D SF . Upon arrival of the data packets to the tagged FFD, the latter coordinates with its higher level FFDs to accommodate the request of its RFD. We found out that after implementing this scheme, other end nodes sharing the same cluster with the tagged RFD take advantage of this scheme even if they are transmitting less urgent data. This happens because all the nodes in the same PAN use CSMA/CA scheme to gain access to the channel and hence all the RFDs are treated with high priority. Therefore, to solve this problem and increase the probability of the tagged RFD in acquiring the medium and transmitting its data, we implement the DRX scheme [22] on top of the AQoS scheme. In the DRX scheme the tagged RFD performs CCA in 64 µs instead of 128 µs defined in [13] . Furthermore, to further increase the probability of the tagged RFD in acquiring the medium, the tagged RFD implements linear backoff period [10] , where the RFD uses random delay = random_int(2BE − 1) instead of random delay = random_int(2 BE − 1) (defined by IEEE 802.15.4 standard [13] ). This linear backoff period allows the tagged RFD to come out of its backoff duration before other RFDs and then it would have higher probability in sensing the medium with a reduced CCA duration. Algorithm 1 shows the details of the AQoS algorithm.
B. THE AGTS SCHEME
Compared to the AQoS, the AGTS scheme can adaptively allocate more than one time slot to RFDs transmitting high priority traffic or draw back the unneeded time slots. This is done without impacting other network traffic and without critically impacting the entire network performance in multi-hop WSNs.
In AGTS, if the packet is marked with high priority, the value of δ is estimated, if δ is more than zero, then the tagged RFD's MAC sub-layer inserts a flag in its frame to request its FFD to double its GTS period so that it can accommodate the increase in λ. When the FFD receives the packets from the tagged node, it coordinates with its higher level FFD to accommodate the request of its tagged RFD. When a RFD receives its request of doubling the GTS it performs the revaluation of δ based on the new GTS value and if it finds that δ still higher than 1 it repeats the request for GTS from its FFD. If the FFD has enough GTS it will further VOLUME 3, 2015 increase the GTS until the (δ) condition of the tagged RFD is satisfied. If the RFD finds that it is receiving more GTS than its requirements it alerts its FFD to withdraw the extra GTS. In other words, the AGTS scheme allows the FFD and the RFD to adaptively fine tune the time slot allocation until the minimum delay is reached.
The AGTS schemes allows FFDs receiving high priority packets to halt GTS allocation to nodes that have no high priority. Therefore, if such situation takes place, nodes with low priority data seek GTS from an alternative FFD. In this way, low priority traffic will be forced to take a different route to the sink.
In AGTS, the adaptive tuning of the GTS between the FFD and the RFD is done based the revaluation of the estimated number of full SFs a packet is expected to wait in the FFD (i.e. depending on the new value of δ). This is achieved every time an RFD receives an updated values of λ (when a difference in the measured data is sensed) and a new tuning factor (ω) for different traffic conditions. The tuning factor is defined as the ratio of the granted number GTSs to the original GTS. The value of ω is exchanged between the RFD and the associated FFD until the minimum delay is reached.
To prevent RFDs transmitting less critical data and sharing the same SPAN with the tagged RFD from taking advantage of additional GTSs. We increase the probability of the tagged RFD in acquiring the medium and transmitting the high priority data, we implement the DRX scheme [22] on top of the AGTS scheme. Furthermore, to enforce additional data differentiation and further decrease the delay, the AGTS scheme force the tagged node to implement linear backoff period [10] . Algorithm 2 shows the details of the AGTS algorithm.
V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
We use QualNet [40] network simulator to simulate the network topology presented in Figures 1-(a) and (b) , and compare the simulation results with the analytical results of the AQoS and AGTS schemes. We set all the simulation parameters similar to the mathematical model environment. In both the simulation and the analytical models, we use Poisson traffic arrivals. We assume that all of the nodes (RFDs and FFDs) are operating in the 2.4 GHz band with a maximum bit rate of 250 kbps. We run each simulation for 400 seconds and repeat each simulation 10 times. We assume that all RFDs within an individual cluster transmit and sense the medium with sufficient power, which means that all RFDs in a single cluster can hear each other. We also assume that the noise level is constant throughout the entire network (i.e. constant noise factor). We activate the acknowledgement mechanism in both the simulation and the mathematical model to improve the reliability of the system. Table 1 shows some of our simulation parameters, we acquire the rest of the parameters from the IEEE 802.15.4 standard document [13] and the actual specification document of MicaZ platform.
B. AQoS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We test the performance of the AQoS scheme in different network scenarios. We do this by assuming that the tagged node is either located in cluster(5) or cluster(6) in Figure 1-(a) . In addition to that, we assume CH5 receives high priority packets from either a single CH (e.g. CH4) or from two CHs (e.g. CH4 and CH6) at the same time. Another scenario is when the tagged node is located in cluster(6) and cluster(6) receives high priority packets from either CH7 or from CH7 and CH8 at the same time. We simulate the following four scenarios: Scenario (a); when the tagged node is located in cluster(5) and CH5 receives high priority data from CH4 at the same rate. Scenario (b); when the tagged node is located in cluster(6) and CH6 receives high priority data form CH7 at the same rate. Scenario (c); when the tagged node is located in cluster(5) and CH5 receives high priority data from CH4 and CH6 at the same rate. Scenario (d); when the tagged node is located in cluster(6) and CH6 receives from high priority CH7 and CH8 at the same rate. Figure 2 shows the end-to-end delay of packet transmission from a tagged node versus λ for the different network scenarios. We show that the AQoS scheme outperforms the default IEEE 802.15.4 MAC setting by reducing the delay by more than 50% for high priority traffic for all network scenarios and traffic rates. We also show that this delay reduction becomes highly significant as λ increases and as the tagged node is located further away from the sink (i.e. the depth of the tree increases). We also note that in both cases the delay increases in steps, this behavior takes place because every time a packet misses the SF it waits for one or more SF to be transmitted. Figure 3 shows the end-to-end delay of packet transmission from the tagged node to the sink versus λ for different MAC buffer sizes and for the AQoS scheme and the default IEEE 802.15.4 settings, (we assume that the tagged node is located in cluster(5). We assume that there are 20 end nodes in all clusters in the network. We show that for λ values between 5 pkts/s and 20 pkts/s, the AQoS scheme outperforms the IEEE 802.15.4 for all MAC buffer sizes [14] . We also show that when λ is higher than 25 pkts/s and the MAC buffer size is 2 kB the end-to-end delay drops from 420 ms to 170 ms. This significant delay reduction is due to the extended GTS period, which is adaptively granted to the node by upper level CHs. We also show that when λ is between 25 pkts/s and 35 pkts/s, the end-to-end delay when the MAC buffer is 0 B is lower than the MAC buffer is 2 kB. This is behaviour is normal because when the MAC buffer size is 2 kB, the reliability is higher [14] and hence there will be more packets arriving to the tagged CH and hence miss the current SF. However, in AQoS we show that the end-to-end delay is always lower when the MAC buffer is 2 kB. We show that simulation results of AQoS agree with the analytical results of AQoS for all λ values. Figure 4 shows the end-to-end reliability versus λ for different MAC buffer sizes and when the tagged node is located in cluster (5). We assume that there are 20 end nodes in each cluster. We show that the reliability is always higher when the MAC buffer size is 2 kB compare to 512 B. This is because as the MAC buffer size increases, the nodes will momentarily buffer the packets before contending and thus collisions are reduced [14] . We also show that as λ increases VOLUME 3, 2015 the reliability drops. From Figure 4 , we see that there is no significant drop in the reliability when a node implements the AQoS scheme. We show that the simulation results of the AQoS scheme agree with the analytical results of AQoS for all λ values. Figure 5 shows the total power consumed in transmitting a packet from the tagged node to the sink versus λ for different MAC buffer sizes when the AQoS and the default IEEE 802.15.4 setting are used (assuming that the tagged node is located in cluster (5)). We show that there is virtually no difference in the power consumption when a node implements the AQoS scheme. We show that the AQoS scheme does not affect the total power consumption as it significantly reduces the end-to-end delay. Simulation results of the AQoS scheme agree with the analytical results for all λ values.
C. AGTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the AGTS scheme, we use the same simulation environment used to evaluate the AQoS scheme. However, we simulate a WSN with mesh topology presented in Figure 1 -(b) with various network and traffic conditions to investigate the multipath solution. We simulate a single scenario and compare the AGTS scheme with the AQoS scheme and the default IEEE 802.15.4. We assume that the tagged RFD is located in SPAN(7) and the associated FFD is receiving high priority traffic from the the FFD of SPAN(8) at the same time.
We compare the performance of the AGTS scheme with the AQoS scheme and the default IEEE 802.15.4 setting in the same network scenarios and traffic conditions and observe the improvements to the end-to-end delay reduction when the AGTS is implemented. Figure 6 shows the average end-to-end delay in transmitting a packet from the tagged FFD to the sink for different packet arrival rates. We show that there is a significant delay reduction (compared to the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and the AQoS scheme) when the AGTS scheme is implemented. We show that the AGTS scheme outperforms the AQoS scheme for high traffic intensities, this is due to the additional time slots that are adaptively granted to the tagged node when it implements the AGTS scheme. Figure 7 shows the reliability in transmitting a packet from the tagged RFD to the sink. Since we assume that FFDs communicate with each other using the CFP then there will be no packets lost due to collision during the communication between FFDs. Therefore, the location of the FFD in the network does not impact the reliability values. We show that there is no noticeable difference in the values of the reliability when a node implements the AGTS scheme compared to the other schemes. Figure 8 shows the average power consumed in transmitting a packet from the tagged RFD to the sink. We show that the difference in the average power consumption between the AGTS scheme and the IEEE 802.15.4 settings is very low there is a slight increase in the average power consumed when the AGTS scheme is implemented. There is a slight increase in the power consumed, this takes place because the tagged RFD and the tagged FFD are transmitting more frequently when AGTS is implement. Furthermore, there is no difference between AGTS and AQoS schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In smart grid monitoring applications, occurrence of faults of failures trigger frequent packet generation rates which cannot be handled by the conventional IEEE 802.15.4.
In this paper, we addressed this challenge with adaptive, cross-layer delay reduction schemes for cluster-tree and mesh Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Through analytical and simulation results, we showed that our schemes significantly reduce the end-to-end delay for high traffic intensity event monitoring in the smart grid. The first scheme, namely Adaptive Quality of Service scheme (AQoS) for cluster-tree WSNs could solve the excessive latency by adaptively modifying the Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) based on requests made from the end devices after probabilistically estimating the WSN operating conditions. We showed that a delay reduction of more than 50% could be achieved when the AQoS scheme is implemented, and at the same time, high reliability and low power consumption values are maintained.
We presented an improvement to AQoS scheme by presenting an Adaptive Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) allocation scheme (AGTS) that can dynamically tune the time slots according to varying traffic and network conditions in mesh-based WSNs. The AGTS scheme could adaptively grant multiple number of time slots to sensor nodes with high priority data until the minimum delay is achieved. Furthermore, a sensor node can also adaptively surrender the unused time slots to its coordinator when they are not needed. Simulation results showed that the AGTS scheme could reduce the end-to-end delay of high traffic intensity and delay critical data while maintaining acceptable reliability and energy efficiency values.
The delay reduction achieved by implementing the AQoS and the AGTS schemes will enhance the performance of the WSNs in monitoring smart grid environments. The AQoS and AGTS can achieve this QoS differentiation with minimal modifications to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol.
